
SingaPore 
swing

First came the impressive buildings, then the famous chefs.  
Now Singapore’s bars are setting the standard. Max Veenhuyzen reports  
on the new wave of watering holes quenching the island nation’s thirst. 
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 SINGAPORE has long enjoyed its reputation for good 
makan (eating) – fragrant Hainanese chicken rice, 
real-deal sate (satay), congee and crunchy fingers of 
kaya (coconut jam) toast for breakfast. But when it 
comes to drink, the island state’s liquid assets have 
never been much to write home about (Singapore 

Slings notwithstanding). However, like many aspects of life in the 
city state, all that’s changing. And fast. 

Just as global food phenomena such as tapas, fine dining and 
Jamie’s Italian have been embraced by Singapore’s famously  
discerning eaters, interest in craft beer, organic winemaking and 
artisan spirits is on the rise. As unlikely as it may once have sounded, 
discerning gourmands can now wash their spicy sambal skate down 
with hoppy India pale ales from the United States or a bottle or two 
of an off-dry German riesling. 

While the developments in local beer and wine circles spell  
excitement, mixed drinks are where the biggest change is happening, 

as evinced by the steady number of dedicated cocktail bars opening 
throughout Singapore. At the tip of the country’s cocktail spear is 
28 HongKong Street, a low-profile speakeasy that last year broke 
into Drinks International magazine’s World’s 50 Best Bars top 10 – a 
proud moment, not only for owner Michael Callahan and his crew, 
but for all of the local cocktail community. 

“The drinking scene in Singapore is developing so well, so 
quickly,” says Callahan, a San Francisco expatriate. “Singapore is 
the place to be for fine drinking on this side of the water. We believe 
it is, with the exception of Japan, leading Asia.”

It’s a fair comment. Across the island, there’s a palpable lifting of 
the bar when it comes to drinks, even in restaurant land. Whether 
you’re dining at Tetsuya Wakuda’s hushed Waku Ghin or are part 
of the throng at Burnt Ends, a plucky modern barbecue restaurant 
in Chinatown, you can count on being offered considerably more 
than just Tiger Beer to drink. Herewith, a hit list of 10 places to begin 
exploring Singapore’s vibrant new drinking culture.  
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taste SiNgApore bArS

CoCktail hour  
(clockwise from right): 
Bitter Gimlet at Jigger & 
Pony; top Secret at the 
library; Negroni at Jigger 
& Pony; Made Man at  
the library; Cablegram 
(opposite, left) and  
Blue Collar
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Jigger & Pony
101 Amoy Street. 6223 9101. jiggerandpony.com
both a pioneer in chinatown and a key figure in 
the city’s cocktail renaissance, jigger & pony is 
definitely a singapore must-drink. under the 
stewardship of award-winning bar manager aki 
eguchi, rigorous japanese bartending technique 
and fine spirits combine to create a thoroughly 
engaging menu of “classic”, “vintage” and 
“signature” drinks. it’s solid drinking across the 
board, but whether you opt for a moscow mule 
or the east india (a vintage south-east asian 
cocktail), count on your elixir being garnished 
with sincere, personable service.

The Library
47 Keong Saik Road.
What, no phone number or website? correct, 
and that’s how this password-protected 
speakeasy behind a regularly changing 
shopfront – sometimes tailor, sometimes 
barber – wants it. you’ll either love or loathe 
the code-word shtick (although you need only 
check next-door Keong saik snacks’ Facebook 
page for the weekly open-sesame, posted every 
monday). but there’s no denying the bartenders 
have the skills to pay the bills. meticulously 
designed and illustrated menus boast inventive 
concoctions that reference everything from 
golden-era bartending to classic scorsese. 

TiPPLing CLub
38 Tanjong Pagar Road. 6475 2217. tipplingclub.com
after five years in dempsey hill, this world-
renowned bar has new digs near chinatown,  
but the commitment to culinary advancement 
remains. theatre is a major part of the show,  
as embodied by paint-your-own cocktails  
and drinks modelled on (and served in) vintage 
perfume boxes. but fear not, purists: Zachary de 
git and team are just as adept at stirring down a 
commodore, saratoga or other classics. the bar 
opens at midday during the week, an excellent 
hideout for when the temperature soars.

biTTers & Love
36 North Canal Road.
6438 1836. bittersandlove.com
timing can be everything. Visit during the  
day and you’ll be fighting for elbow room at 
tightly-packed cafe shoebox canteen. come 

moonlights as a bar. the cocktails are fine,  
but you’re really here to dive nose-first into  
the spirit stockpile, either by the dram or via 
themed flights. in addition to exclusive lmdW 
scotch bottling, rare as hen’s teeth del maguey 
mescal and tokyo bar show one-offs are 
among the big-ticket trophy bottles available. 

ah sam CoLd  
drink sTaLL 
60a Boat Quay. 6535 0838.
like your drinking establishments a little less 
polished? then step right up, literally. From  
the staircase shared with the upstairs massage 
parlour to its sparse, diy aesthetic, this low-key 

bar doesn’t much go for bells and whistles. 
What it does have, however, are winning 
renditions of cocktail classics, from 
time-honoured sidecars and old pals to 
newer concoctions such as the sol cubano, 
a legacy of owner sam Wong’s time at jigger 
& pony. talk hooch with sam at the bar, or 
grab a window seat for prime water views.

The good  
beer ComPany
02-58 Chinatown Complex, 335 Smith Street.
ice or no ice? once this was the only 
decision required when it came to hawker 
centre beer. the good beer company blew 
the game right open, leaving in its wake  
a rotation of uncommon yet delicious  
beers such as mikkeller, brewdog, Feral and  
other revered international and local craft 
brewers. bonus: this game-changing beer 
hawker resides in the chinatown complex’s 
excellent paradise garden sector, home  
to some of the centre’s finest vendors 
including the wondrous shi Xiang satay.

brewerkz 
30 Merchant Road, Riverside Point.
6438 7438. brewerkz.com
it’s hard to miss brewerkz. a high-profile 
resident of clarke Quay since 1997, this 
microbrewery has been drawing a crowd for 

close to two decades. While the popular 
golden ale has to take credit for much of 
this success, thirsts can also be slaked with 
seasonal brews including oatmeal stouts and 
ginger beers. some inside knowledge: prices 
ebb and flow according to the time of day, 
with beers at their cheapest between noon 
and 3pm. in addition to the original site, 
additional brew pubs have opened at 
locations including the indoor stadium.

Caveau wines & bar 
Shaw Centre, 1 Scotts Road.
6737 2622. caveauwinesandbar.com.sg
understated elegance is the code at this 
quiet, confident wine bar. sleek replica juhl 
chairs and a swinging jazz soundtrack give 
the low-lit room a timeless, lived-in feel. 
the enomatic wine system keeps the mainly 
French wines in peak drinking condition. 
Wines are available in sizes from tasting 
pours to by-the-bottle, with or without 
snacks of the rillettes, bratwurst and cheese 
variety. taken with that eric montintin 
sancerre rosé? a retail service lets you bring 
a little (or a lot) of caveau home with you. 

 For airfares and holiday packages  
to Singapore call Qantas Holidays on  
13oo 735 542 or visit qantas.com/
holidaysaustralianway

SiNgApore bArS taste

the library

tippling Club

Clarke Quay, Singapore
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the night, however, and the room’s frosted-glass 
panels give way to this inimitable watering hole 
where menus are out and bespoke drinks are  
in. ordering involves choosing a base spirit, 
specifying a flavour profile – sweet, sour or 
fruity, say – then letting the bar crew go to 
work. it’s an entertaining, high-energy package 
pitched at folks happy to drink on the wild side.

28 hongkong sTreeT
28 Hongkong Street. 6533 2001.
it’s not about a World’s 50 best bars placing. 
nor is it about being a multiple category finalist 
at influential booze symposium, tales of the 
cocktail. local accolades? this place has ’em  
in spades, but at the end of the night, 28 
hongKong street succeeds because it takes 
very, very good care of guests. From the 
conduct of charming hostesses to the chat of 
consummate bartenders, here’s a place that 
really works for that non-discretionary 10 per 
cent service charge. the drinks, not surprisingly, 
are peerless – from snappy negronis of rare 
grace to tailspins aged in barrels for extra 
complexity. calling ahead and making a 
reservation is never a bad idea, otherwise  
going really early or really late is the best bet. 

La maison du whisky
80 Mohamed Sultan Road. 6733 0059. whisky.sg
like its paris mothership, this upmarket bottle 
shop concerns itself only with the appreciation 
of fine liquor. While lmdW opens daily from 
noon, it’s at its best from 6pm, when the store 


